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 The views expressed by the presenters are not necessarily those of Ernst & Young LLP 
or other members of the global EY organization.

 These slides are for educational purposes only and are not intended to be relied upon 
as accounting, tax, legal or other professional advice. Please refer to your advisors for 
specific advice.
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• Allowable assets
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Bermuda registrations (Class C, D, E)
Offshore reinsurance strategies continue to gain popularity in 
the US insurance industry for a few key reasons:

• Increased activity and competition from the industry, 
including private equity firms

• Economic-based reserving frameworks that better align to 
certain insurers’ risk management practices

• Greater value proposition as yields rise and greater 
flexibility in investment strategies

• Strong reputation (National Association of Insurance 
Commissioners (NAIC) qualified, Solvency II equivalent)

• Access to established insurance professionals and talent

Latest developments in offshore market

Source: https://www.bma.bm/statistics/monthly-registration-statistics

Market overview
Offshore (re)insurance activities continue to grow and are increasingly part of the strategy of many US insurers
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To be 
determined 
but on pace 
for greater 
volume than 
2021

Total registrations in a 
calendar year

YTD registrations as of 
September of that year



Market overview
Introduction to reinsurance
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Risk transfer

• Allows the ceding company to 
write and assume risks that are 
greater than its capital size 
would allow

• Risks transferred:

• Traditional insurance risk

• Financial risk

• Investment risk

• Market risk

• Protects against catastrophic 
losses

• Limits total claims

Expertise

• Reinsurers often provide 
expertise to ceding companies 
in areas such as:

• Entering new markets

• Underwriting assistant for 
complicated cases

• Product pricing

• Product design

Transfer business

• Pass the entire business to 
reinsurers (e.g., assumption 
reinsurance, acquisition by a 
reinsurer)

• Motivations:

• Exit product line or sell 
block of business to reduce 
risk/cost

• Sell problematic blocks to 
make remaining business 
more attractive for a future 
company sale

• Required due to insolvency

Financial planning and 
capital management

• Increase statutory surplus or 
utilize idle capital

• Reduce earnings volatility

• Earn more competitive rate of 
return (both ceding company 
and reinsurer)

• Lower capital costs

• Raise capital and debt

• Increase sales/profits

• Improve tax efficiency

What is reinsurance?

Reinsurance is the transfer of all or part of the risks that a direct insurer assumes by way of insurance contract on behalf of an insured 
party to a second insurance carrier, the reinsurer, who has no direct contractual relationship with the insured.

Reasons to use reinsurance:



Market overview
Reinsurance strategy dimensions
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Dimensions

There are several important dimensions to consider when assessing a reinsurance strategy, including the type of reinsurance, 
jurisdiction, asset management, rating and deal structure. Evaluating these dimensions will help to identify the preferred 

permutations to meet the reinsurance strategy objectives.

Coinsurance
• Reinsurer assumes full risk transfer 

for quota-share

• No separate investment guidelines

• Limited transparency in reinsurer 
approach 

Coinsurance funds 
withheld

• Assets remain with ceding company

• Reinsurer must set up reserves

Modified coinsurance
• Assets and reserves remain with 

ceding company

• Less counterparty risk and qualifies 
for reserve credit

• Greater GAAP earnings volatility

Deal structure

Private equity partner
• Similar to asset manager but often a 

more specialized approach while 
sharing in the deal economics

• Sophisticated asset origination 
capabilities 

Internal asset manager
• Leverage internal investment 

functions and capabilities

• More control in investment 
strategies

External asset manager
• Leverage investment expertise for 

greater competitiveness compared 
to internal

• Greater investment choices and 
flexibility 

• Potential for higher returns

Asset management

Offshore — other
• Regulatory system, capital and 

potential tax efficiencies

• Investment flexibility

• Potential tax efficiencies

Onshore — US
• Large, highly capitalized and highly 

rated reinsurers

• Strong treaty and facultative 
capabilities

• Customized capital optimization 
strategies 

Offshore — Bermuda
• Regulatory system, capital and 

potential tax efficiencies

• Greater investment flexibility

• Reserve efficiencies 

• NAIC-qualified jurisdiction

Jurisdiction

Sidecar
• Similar to internal affiliate but 

with limited participation in 
the offshore entity

• Tax and other competitive 
advantages with partnerships

Internal affiliate
• Leverage captive or affiliated 

reinsurer for potential 
capital, tax, economic 
benefits and investment 
flexibility

Third party
• Leverage reinsurer capacity, 

capital/tax advantages, 
investment expertise for 
greater competitiveness

Reinsurance type

Strong 
rating

Good 
rating

Marginal 
rating

Unrated
or non-

admitted

AAA to

AA

A to BBB

BB and 
below

Rating



Market overview
Deal structure
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Item transferred at treaty initiation
(US Statutory view)

Ceding company Assuming company

Coinsurance Co-FWH ModCo Coinsurance Co-FWH ModCo

Ceding commission* + + + – – –

Assets transferred/(premium) – +

Reserves transferred – – + +

Other liabilities – – + +

Capital gains on assets transferred +** ***

– Transfer from

+ Transfer to

* A ceding commission from the ceding company to the assuming company is possible, generally when unprofitable business is reinsured.
* * Assuming fair value is greater than book value for assets transferred.
* * * Assets would transfer at fair value to the assuming company under a coinsurance structure.

The following are typical deal structures observed for reinsurance deals in the market today:

• Coinsurance — Assets and liabilities transfer from the ceding to the assuming entity.

• Coinsurance funds withheld (Co-FWH) — Assets remain with the ceding entity; liabilities transfer to the assuming entity.

• Modified coinsurance (ModCo) — Assets and liabilities remain with the ceding entity.

Additional deal structure consideration:

• Co-FWH and ModCo are the more common deal structures for reinsurance deals with an offshore reinsurer, as coinsurance involves 
the transferring of assets across boundaries that can further trigger additional steps/restrictions, e.g., setting up a reserve credit 
trust, overcollateralization, mark-to-market of assets transferred, and potential tax impacts based on entity tax election.



Market overview
Common jurisdictions for internal reinsurance for US insurers
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Key considerations when evaluating a jurisdiction 
for US insurers:

• Strength of the regulatory environment and 
controls

• Is there an attractive business case? Potential 
capital efficiencies, investment synergies, tax 
considerations (e.g., excise tax, base erosion 
and anti-abuse tax)?

• What are the accounting standards and 
reporting requirements? 

• What are the alternatives? 

• US jurisdictions are still utilized for specific 
objectives, e.g., more favorable reserve 
treatments in Vermont for fixed index 
annuities (FIAs) with guaranteed minimum 
withdrawal benefits and Arizona for variable 
annuities.

• Companies that want to be close to European 
clients will consider regimes such as 
Switzerland.

x Nonqualified jurisdiction (NAIC) 
x Less established with a smaller number of 

licensed insurers
x Sovereign credit rating: Ba2
√ Flexibility in accounting standards applied
√ IFRS basis, but may apply for US GAAP basis

x Nonqualified jurisdiction (NAIC) 
√ Established with 100-plus insurers
x Sovereign credit rating: B-
√ Flexibility in accounting standards applied, in 

accordance with internationally recognized 
accounting standards

x Nonqualified jurisdiction (NAIC) 
x Less established with a smaller number of 

licensed insurers
√ Sovereign credit rating: Aa3
√ Flexibility in accounting standards applied, in 

accordance with internationally recognized 
accounting standards

√ Qualified and reciprocal jurisdiction1 by the 
NAIC

√ Reserving on economic basis; reserving 
methodology tied to assets

√ Established with 100-plus insurers
√ Sovereign credit rating: A1
x Mark-to-market creates potential for capital 

volatility on mismatched asset liability 
management (ALM) products

Barbados

Cayman Islands

Bahamas

Bermuda

Offshore jurisdictions Key considerations

1 The NAIC allows insurers to claim full reserve credit when ceding liabilities to a qualified and reciprocal jurisdictions with reduced or no collateral requirements.



Insurers can choose to report 
under US GAAP, IFRS, Canadian 
GAAP, UK GAAP or other GAAP 
that BMA may recognize.

Source: Bermuda Monetary Authority

Consolidated GAAP 
financials

Bermuda statutory financial statements apply prudential 
filters to the consolidated GAAP financials, which include:

• Goodwill: valued at 0

• Other similar intangible assets: only recognized if they can 
be sold separately and the expected future economic 
benefits will flow to the insurer and the assets can be 
reliably measured

• Prepaids/deferred expenses: valued at 0

• DAC: valued consistently with GAAP

• Contingent liabilities: expected present value of future cash 
flows, using risk-free rate

• Deferred tax assets and liabilities: valued consistently with 
GAAP

Technical provisions on the 
economic balance sheet 

(EBS)

Commercial insurers will also 
need to prepare an actuarial 
opinion on the reasonableness 
of EBS technical provisions.  
The approved actuary will need 
to discuss:

• Commentary on the data 
underlying the EBS technical 
provisions

• Discussion of how the 
actuary arrived at the 
actuarial estimates

• Description of ALM and 
investment strategies if the 
scenario-based approach was 
elected

1 3

Audited financial statements Actuarial opinion

Economics of captives and sidecars
Reporting requirements
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Commercial insurers will need to prepare three sets of financial statements annually as a part of their ongoing reporting 
requirements in Bermuda:

Consolidated Bermuda 
statutory financial 

statements

Unconsolidated Bermuda 
statutory financial 

statements

2



Economics of captives and sidecars
Bermuda EBS
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Below is an overview of the EBS framework under Bermuda for long-term life insurers and a highlight of each component of the 
balance sheet:

Market value of 
assets

Free surplus

Required capital 
above MSM

Minimum solvency 
margin (MSM)

Risk margin (RM)

Best estimate 
liability 
(BEL)

Enhanced capital 
requirement (ECR) = Max 
(BSCR, MSM)

EBS technical provisions

Source: BMA long-term instructions handbook

Assets Liabilities

• The EBS technical provisions are established as the sum of the best 
estimate liability (BEL) and the risk margin (RM).

• The BEL represents the present value of best estimate cash flows 
(i.e., without prudency margins or PADs as commonly referred to 
under US GAAP).

• The RM represents an additional margin associated with uncertainty 
in liability cash flows (comparable in certain respects to a PAD) and 
is typically determined using a cost-of-capital approach.

• The ECR is the maximum of the Bermuda solvency capital 
requirements (BSCR) and the minimum solvency margin (MSM):

• The BSCR is calculated using the BMA’s prescribed risk-based 
capital model (or an approved internal model).

• The MSM is prescribed by the Insurance Account Rules 2016.

• The target capital level is 120% of the ECR, where companies will be 
subject to additional scrutiny and enhanced monitoring from the 
BMA if they fall below 120%.



Economics of captives and sidecars
EBS best estimate liability
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Under the Bermuda EBS framework, two common approaches to calculate the BEL are the standard and the scenario-based.

Source: BMA long-term instructions handbook; BMA actuary’s opinion on EBS technical provisions guidance note

Scenario-based approach (SBA)Standard approach (SA)

• BEL based on rates and cash flow matching A method 
designed to capture both the sensitivity to interest rates 
and the degree to which the assets and liabilities are cash-
flow matched

• Actual portfolio of assets Uses actual portfolio of assets 
assigned to the block of business as well as any projected 
reinvestments

• Prescribed interest rate scenarios The methodology uses 
a set of eight prescribed interest rate stresses to determine 
the amount by which the market yield must be reduced to 
reflect interest rate risk and asset-liability mismatching

• Asset market value to derive BEL The BEL is derived 
directly by using the highest implied market value of the 
replicating asset portfolio used across all scenarios

• Potential for lower BEL  The SBA can result in lower BEL 
for well-matched asset and liability cash flows

• Prescribed discount curve: A discount curve published 
from the BMA that reflects a risk-free curve with a liquidity 
adjustment derived from a notional portfolio

• Less common for long-term insurers: Not heavily used by 
long-term insurers that are well-matched and able to use 
their own asset portfolios to back liabilities that would 
generate a high-liquidity premium

• Use under higher ALM mismatch: The SA may be more 
appropriate for long-term insurers with recurring premium 
products that may exhibit negative liability cash flows and 
would be subject to larger ALM mismatch due to the larger 
immediate reinvestment risks of the cash flows



Economics of captives and sidecars
Best estimate liability — assets under the SBA
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The BMA sets out rules around the types of assets that long-term insurers can use for the purpose of backing insurance liabilities 
when calculating the BEL under the SBA

Source: BMA Guidance Notes for Commercial Insurers and Insurance Groups’ Statutory Reporting Regime

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50
Year

Example liability cash flows ($m) Can be supported by alternative 
asset investments

Generally acceptable Not acceptable

Assets in this bucket should be investment-
grade and include the following:

• Government, municipal and corporate 
bonds

• Mortgage-backed securities and asset-
backed securities

• Commercial mortgage loans

• Collateralized loan obligations

• Preferred stock

• Certificates of deposit

• Other debt instruments

Assets in this bucket that are 
not acceptable:*

• Most equities, 
alternatives, equity 
tranches of securitized 
debt instruments and 
other instruments of 
which cash flows are not 
well defined and future 
asset values are difficult 
to predict

May be acceptable on a limited basis

Assets in this bucket may be acceptable on a limited basis and under the 
following conditions:

• Examples of asset classes in this bucket:

• Commercial real estate

• Credit funds containing fixed income instruments

• Generally acceptable assets that are not investment grade

• Need prior approval from the BMA to use such assets

• Total market value limited to no more than 10% of the portfolio value

• Average asset market value as a share of the total portfolio should be 
no more than 0.5%

• BMA may set additional limitations on certain asset classes

*The BMA has guidance specifically discussing using assets within the “not acceptable” bucket to cover liabilities 30 years into the future on a rolling 
basis (long-term investment credits).  The BMA evaluates long-term investment credits on a case-by-case basis where an annual approval is required:
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